The idea for When We Collide sprang from Douglas Hofstader’s metaphor of
creativity as the meeting between records and record players, appearing in his
1979 book "Gödel, Escher, Bach: An Eternal Golden Braid". In our case, the records are soundfiles, whilst the record player is a generative system.
The player analyses, selects, mixes, transforms, and spatialises the material created by the composers (monophonic and quadraphonic soundfiles). The system
negotiates between algorithms that tend towards monotony (in terms of loudness, spatialisation, and frequency spectrum) and algorithms that tend towards
variability (in terms of soundfiles, transformations, and scenes). In a nutshell, the
installation is a space where sonic ideas collide and co-exist.
Creative Director: Joyce Beetuan Koh
Interactive Sound Designer: PerMagnus Lindborg
Sound Engineer: Yong Rong Zhao

Sound is a medium that acts as a glue between the senses. Hearing is
deeply intertwined with vision and movement. Beyond that, researchers and artists are mapping out crossmodal associations with touch,
smell, feel, and taste, leading to new and fascinating multimodal designs and experiences, and a veritable coral reef of artworks.
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The Player...by PerMagnus Lindborg, interactive sound designer
The ideas behind the When We Collide “player” come
from different places. Inspirations were John Cage’s “William’s Mix”, the “Freq-out” installations curated by CM
von Hauswolff (where I participated), and my compositions such as “Khreia” for orchestra. First, Joyce and I
thought of it as a jukebox - “put another nickel in, then
you’ll hear the music spin” - that picks at random among
the 30 quadraphonic files that the artists had composed.
The selection mechanism is underlined by a small set of
rules where the probability vector for the quadraphonic
files is updated in cascade depending on which files have
been played previously. These quad files limit which monophonic files can be selected, as well as
when, and where (in the surround panning) they shall appear. In the system, there are two quad
players. The players take turns to play and may overlap a bit. Their present output is analysed
for loudness (using Ircamdescriptors) and main directivity. A ‘self-correcting’ mechanism tries to
adjust the spatialisation to make the overall output as ‘even’ as possible. There are two CataRT
players (adapted from Diemo Schwarz’s software), which in different ways, imitate what the
quad players are doing. One plays the 120 mono files as they were made by the composers,
and the other ‘chops’ them up into 3000 little bits to produce a cloud-like sound. There is a fourth
instrument in the ensemble that selects mono files and merges them two by two in cross-synthesis
(using the supervp object). While the first two players (quad and CataRT-quad) respect the composers’ original work, the other two players (CataRT-cloud and crossynths) produce new and
quite unpredictable output. Finally (this
was the last phase in the design work),
an overall mechanism (at the middle
level in the player structure; macro meso - micro) decides which player
plays when, by applying fade-ins and
fade-outs according to a cyclical process (developed from my earlier “Graviton Dance” pieces), and ‘freezez’, that
are applied stochastically. The overall
output was always meant to be a “chillout electroacoustic music”, yet the material and the players “decide” to make
it rather active, at some unexpected
moments! The superposition of deterministic and probabilistic mechanisms
creates a player structure where the
interactive design and composed material collide.

Behind the scene...by Joyce Beetuan Koh, creative director

Stefano Fasciani (Italy) designs,

When we collide is a development from two previous productions; On the String, inspired by String
Theory, commissioned by the Singapore Arts Festival 2010 and The Canopy, presented at International Computer Music Conference 2011 and World Stage Design Festival 2013. These works are
about our fascination with the building blocks of the universe, in particular, the distinctive decay
signatures of elementary particles. Imagine attributing their distinctive features to sonic characteristics
- what musical possibilities arise from the idea of particle collisions, interactions, and decay?

with electronic machines that generate sounds. He is a postdoctoral

Originally, it was conceived as an interactive installation
of four independent large physical structures of strings,
configured in the Chinese character ‘ru’ /入 which means
‘to enter’ (Figure 1). The visitor, in the role of a dancermusician, modifies the sonic characteristics of a particle
by movements. The image evoked is a pas de deux with
an invisible, dark super partner - dancing elementary
particles - yielding a multimodal experience that mediates
between the eyes, ears and body.
Figure 1

The construction of this scale became too
resource intensive. Many discussions ensued and various guises of the installation
were deliberated. One of the guises was
inspired by Iannis Xenakis’ drawings of
the Montreal Exposition 1967 (Figure 2).
Our structure was to have strings fixed
with stretch sensors. The intention was to
‘wrap the space’ in a specific pattern
reminiscent of the particles decay signatures (Figure 3).
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intelligence in human-computer interaction, sound synthesis and analysis, and
real-time embedded systems. In his performances and compositions, he experiments novel practices and musical genres on the edge of the modern club
culture and multichannel audio.
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We felt necessary to revisit the concept of
particle-collision. Instead of simulating the
concept with physical material, we could
lean on our aural and spatial senses.
What could be more apt than to have 6
composers, each has a distinct language,
alluding to the decay signatures of particles, compose musical material for a generative system that is designed to allow
collision, morphing and becoming....

lights of his work as sound designer are Singapore Repertory Theatre’s productions of ‘Fantastic Mr Fox’ and ‘Rapunzel’, and a triple bill ‘Power Sex
and Success’ by Intercultural Theatre Institute Singapore.
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